List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

1ATF 1st Australian Task Force
1RAR 1st Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment
2IC Second-in-Command
AAA American Australian Association
ACRI Australia–China Relations Institute
ADF Australian Defence Force
AIITA Australian Institute of International Affairs
ANSF Afghan National Security Forces
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
ARF ASEAN Regional Forum
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations
ASPI Australian Strategic Policy Institute
AUMF Authorization for Use of Military Force
CEE Central and Eastern Europe
CFE Conventional Forces in Europe
COIN Counter-insurgency
EU European Union
FCO Foreign and Commonwealth Office
ICNNND International Commission on Nuclear Non-proliferation and Disarmament
IISS International Institute for Strategic Studies
INF Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
ISAF International Security Assistance Force
JIO Joint Intelligence Organisation
KLA  Kosovo Liberation Army
LSE  London School of Economics and Political Science
MOOTW  Military Operations Other Than War
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NFZ  No Fly Zone
NGO  Non-Government Organisation
NLF  National Liberation Front (National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam)
NPT  Non-Proliferation Treaty
OEF  Operation Enduring Freedom
OSCE  Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
PGM  Precision Guided Munition
PRT  Provincial Reconstruction Team
QIP  Quick Impact Project
R2P  Responsibility to Protect
RMC  Royal Military College
RUSI  Royal United Services Institute
SA  Sturmabteilung
SDI  Strategic Defense Initiative
SDSC  Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
SIPRI  Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
SS  Schutzstaffeln
START  Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
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